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experience of 'beating the bounds of Bishopston' with local historian

Denis Wright and others.  For the Gloucester Road street scene, Billie

Jean has begun her well-earned retirement after 20 years of selling 

vintage clothes and cashmere jumpers.  Her successor is 'Moodles', 

selling British made clothing for babies and children - cheering news for

those of us who support independent shops' continuing presence on our

unique Gloucester Road.

Finally, I thank the Society's hard-working committee members, who do

so much detailed work behind the scenes: vetting of planning and licens-

ing applications; attending to Neighbourhood Partnership issues; and

fielding all correspondence; monitoring membership; and regulating our

finances.  In this newsletter I especially commend out diligent website

subcommittee, which is ready after many months of work to launch our

new website.  - You can visit it on www.bishopstonsociety.org.uk where

you can share your views and become more interactive.  Significant 

developments are taking shape in our area, which will affect the way we

live our lives - why not contribute to the discussion and possibly make a 

difference to the outcomes?

Elinor Edwards

* * * * * * *

Update on new Health Centre in the 

Bristol North Baths building

I was very pleased to have the opportunity to speak to The Bishopston

Society back in September and enjoyed the evening. Sadly, shortly after-

wards, Dr Mike Archer announced his resignation which was a great 

disappointment to his colleagues and patients alike. He stressed that his

decision was not related to our merger and that he fully supported it, 

and was delighted to be leaving the practice in safe hands. Since then our

three salaried GPs, Drs Addleson and Janssen at The Spence Group

Practice and Dr Gibbon at Nevil Road Surgery have agreed to join the

partnerships as has Linda Buczek, Practice Manager at Nevil Road.

Consequently, despite Dr Archer's departure, we start the New Year with

a larger and stronger partnership team. The partners are the owners of

the business and have legal responsibility for our contract with NHS

Chair's Report

As I write, large-scale local developments mentioned in my report a year

ago are still pending.  Delays continue to hold back the planned opening

of the new Health Centre in the Bristol North Baths.  For an update, please

see the Practice Manager Mark Allen's article included in this issue.

Although Bristol City Council approved the Sainsburys application to build

on Rovers' Memorial Ground, TRASH (Traders and Residents Against

Sainsbury's Horfield) have queried the decision process itself.  A judi-

cial review has been granted and a hearing fixed for 12 March 2014.  It

will examine the council's approval in the light of its reports estimating

damage to air quality, traffic congestion and independent retail shops in

the Gloucester Road.

In addition, the proposed extensions to Bishop Road School are waiting

for a decision by English Heritage at the end of January, whether or not

to make the school a listed building.  If it is listed, as the Society formal-

ly requested English Heritage to consider, the design and quality of 

materials used may well have to be altered.  Please see the Planning

Report for further details of this scheme and other local applications.

In spite of Bishopston's Cumulative Impact Area status, licensed 

premises on the Gloucester Road continue to extend and proliferate.  For

a summary of the CIA and its perceived effect on our area since it began

in August 2010, please refer to the article on the CIA in this issue. 

You can find more promising developments in the Neighbourhood

Partnership Report, which gives updates on cycling and traffic 

management collaborations and information on grants to local groups for

special projects.

There is also an account of the Society's AGM, where you will find our

election results and details of presentations by Mark Allen on the new

Health Centre, by Sylvia Townsend on Residents' Parking Zones and also

an impromptu update on the planned move of Bishopston's library from

the Cheltenham Road building to the Bristol North Baths complex.  

Sadly, we also report the death of our former Chair, Chris McConnell,

whose quiet and influential presence is much missed.

For a little local history, why not look at Jo Fisher's account of growing

up in the Gloucester Road area during the '50's, and Rose Boswell's



England to deliver NHS General Practice medical services. We now have

an enlarged team to lead the practice both in the final phase of our own

merger and relocation project as well as the increasingly challenging

and ever-changing world of the NHS.

When I spoke at the meeting in September, we had hoped to be in our

new premises by now (early January). Sadly, the redevelopment of the

Bristol North Baths has been beset with a number of delays, many 

concerning the development of the new library on the same site. It now

seems likely that the new health centre will not be ready for us to occupy

until March or April.

Whilst this is disappointing, there has been good progress on the site and

the area to be occupied by the practice is now nearly complete. We are

confident that we will soon have up to date and purpose designed prem-

ises to work from, providing services in attractive premises compliant with

current regulations. We will have eight consulting rooms and four nurse

treatment rooms, so have capacity for growth, and hope in time to be able

to offer new services to our patients as well. 

The old swimming pool is a listed building so many of the period 

features have been retained creating an interesting and appealing envi-

ronment for our staff and patients. We are particularly pleased with the

spacious reception and waiting room; it is open to the glazed roof and filled

with natural light which we hope will create a welcoming and calm space

for our patients.

We will provide further updates at our current surgeries and on our 

website as plans for the move become clearer.

Mark Allen

Introducing……our new web site!

The Bishopston Society has a new web site…..and more improvements

are planned! 

Please take a look, if you have not already done so, at:

www.bishopstonsociety.org.uk! You'll see that the site has had a design

makeover, and now features a cleaner, more colourful, layout. We've not

had a revamp like this since the old site went live in 2009, but we hope

the new design is more appealing and engaging for you, the members of

the Society, and for public visitors.  

We've focused hard on visual content enhancements, so you will see more

photos and graphic content……and more photo galleries and slideshows

will follow, not least to help show off the wonderful features of Bishopston

to the wider world and celebrate them locally. 

The fundamental structure and main content of the web site has not

changed, and we've thrown nothing away, but we hope that our 'tweaks'

make it easier for you to find your way around and access what you are

looking for quickly. 

We have a few new features, but these only pave the way for further plans

already in hand. For example you can now find and peruse a 

comprehensive backlist of previous Newsletters (in the News section),

and we've kicked off a new feature on good and bad architecture in the

Planning section, which will be developed further soon. 

Meanwhile, the commitment we have given to news updates over the last

couple of years is being sustained, so you will find the front page 

(which features the most recent items elsewhere on the site) is worth

visiting regularly.  

We'll be moving forward on carrying news features from our partner 

organisations, friends and others, having also kicked this off by including

some initial 'news feeds' on the new site. 

The less 'sexy' news about the new site -and the main reason it has taken

longer than we'd have liked - is the 'behind the scenes' work we've also

July 2013, CSI of ground floor



mussel shells which presumably had been brought from the coast.

A tree near the Ardagh tennis courts was full of a roost of starlings - 

something that was once a common event but far less so nowadays.

We passed the house of Archibald Leach (alias Cary Grant) and then

made the long descent of Muller Road, past allotments and brambles,

and then cut into a subway ascending to The City of Bristol College. From

there we moved on to Sefton Park Road and the Bishopston side of

Sommerville Road, noting as we walked the plaque to Professor Wallace

Fox, a pioneer of tuberculosis treatment. His achievement in shortening

what had been an eighteen month treatment course to just six months

was a huge improvement, especially for dealing with this disease in African

and Asian countries.

We finished up at the Robin Hood pub for refreshments and a chat, 

bringing to an end a very enjoyable and informative evening.

Rose Boswell

been beavering away at. We've moved to a new web hosting set-up,

upgraded our ('content management') software, spent a bit of cash on

some additional functionality, and tried to move towards a more profes-

sional platform by including information and features on legal aspects and

similar matters of regulatory import. 

There's more information about the nerdy dimension -and of course lots

else - on the site itself. 

More important, though, there's an online feedback for YOU, our 

members, to use. So, after you've taken a tour of the new site, PLEASE

go to the bottom of any page, click the link called 'Feedback', and give

us your views, comments, suggestions, etc. We'll take all contributions

into account in the process of continual improvement we're working on… 

Nick Plant 

* * * * * * *

Walking the Bounds of Bishopston

Rose Boswell gives her account of this recent walk organised by

'Sustainable Bishopston':

I joined some of our Bishopston Society members and others from

Sustainable Bishopston on what was a warm and pleasant evening, one

of the last really nice evenings of early autumn and spent a very inter-

esting couple of hours exploring the 'bounds of Bishopston' in a walk led

by Ian Baker of Sustainable Bishopston.  I saw parts I had never visited

before including foot paths I had never noticed, even though I have lived

in the area for some 30 years!

We started the walk at 'Nailsea Electrics', went up Berkeley Road, on to

Kings Drive then turned off into Donkey Lane (also known to some as

Dead Man's Lane) -  a path that runs alongside the Horfield and District

Allotments. From there we took a foot path on Longmead Avenue which

led us to the Ardagh. We were lucky to have Denis Wright, a local histo-

rian, with us. He told us about various pathways and the manorial system

around Horfield. When Horfield Lodge was dug, excavations revealed Bishopston view



would never have arisen if officers alone undertook all Highways 

projects with no consultation with the public - here we can see that a

member of the public can actually initiate something which can be picked

up by the Council. 

As another move to ensure that the Council is working for the Partnership

rather than to an agenda not seen as relevant to local people's needs, the

Council has introduced the notion of "Neighbourhood Working". To the

public I think that this is rather confusingly named - what else would Council

departments be doing?! However in reality this could be a radical way of

ensuring "joined-up thinking" across different working areas of the Council:

Highways, Communities (the Council department responsible for the

Neighbourhood Partnerships), Planning, Licensing and Trading Standards

are committed to working to those priorities agreed by Neighbourhood

Partnerships. Appointed co-ordinators will ensure that 

officers from these departments work together to get these

issues dealt with. We met in December to agree a rec-

ommended list of priorities to be discussed at the January

20th Partnership meeting. If you are unable to attend, I

hope to put a report on the Bishopston Society website

about what those priorities are in February. At this stage

I can say that several priorities have resulted from issues

raised at Public Forums over the past year.

Through the Wellbeing Fund the Neighbourhood Partnership has 

allocated over £30,000 during 2013 to a wide range of local groups includ-

ing support for the arts, children's activities, older people, improving our

street scene and supporting Gloucester Road traders.

•   BCR Neighbourhood Partnership Streetscene Group - £3,300, Range

of measures to improve the streetscene and to support volunteers in the

removal of graffiti/flyposting etc

•    Bristol Interfaith Group - £1,450, interfaith, Inclusion and diversity 

programme for students and parents at Cotham and Redland Green 

secondary schools

•  Bristol Kitchen Radio - £900, Local aural history project - 

development of 2 podcasts for part of a series about local artists, experts,

business people, musicians

•  Gloucester Road Traders Association - £10,000, strategic co-

ordinator for 9 months to apply for Business Improvement District (BID)

News from the Neighbourhood Partnership, 

January 2014

We enter 2014 with some trepidation as to what cuts will

be implemented following the council budget setting meet-

ing in February. We are very concerned about the numbers

of staff who will be made redundant over the next three

years as this may impact on what the Partnership is able

to achieve locally. With more being squeezed from less and

the disappearance of some services altogether, it is even more important

for you, as local residents, to raise your concerns if you feel that quality

of life and general or specific wellbeing is threatened as a result of a small-

er Council. Come to Public Forums (see the dates below), and/or speak

to your councillors and your MP. If Neighbourhood Partnerships have a

future, they will be even more important in getting action on very local

issues. The story below gives some confidence in how the Partnership

structure can get things done.

On October 14th 2013 at the Neighbourhood Partnership meeting at

Redland Green School a local resident introduced a Public Statement, on

behalf of families who use Westbury Park School, about a road safety

issue which affects all of us who walk the streets. She was arguing for

more safety features like flashing halos around the beleisha beacons by

the zebra crossing on Coldharbour Rd outside St Albans Church. Parents

have been concerned about the "near misses" they had witnessed due

to cars speeding and not slowing down for children crossing, and so set

up a petition on the Council website, which led to over 150 signatures

supporting additional safety measures. The two ward councillors then met

with Highways staff to look at options, but of course the issue was "where

would the money come from?" given that the cheapest measure would

cost thousands of pounds. However the Highways Officer present at the

meeting suggested that perhaps there might be some money available

through an underspend in various budgets which might just cover one of

the cheaper options...By early November the money had been confirmed

and the work commissioned.

I thought this was such a good example of how a reasonable local idea

from the public could be turned into reality within a comparatively short

time. I also suspect that the extra measures for this zebra crossing



Neighbourhood Festival to be held in the first week of May, starting with

the Redland Fair on the May Day bank Holiday.

The Neighbourhood Festival celebrates community activity within our

Partnership area and enables local groups to promote what they do and

recruit volunteers. One was organised last year in May culminating in

the public superforum in the Gloucester Rd Methodist Church.  More details

about taking part in the 2014 festival will be available soon.

The deadlines for grant applications from the Wellbeing fund are

May 2nd 2014 and September 5th 2014. Please contact Andrew

McGrath, our co-coordinator (Andrew.mcgrath@bristol.gov.uk or tele-

phone 0117 9036898) for an application form, criteria and guidelines.

Grants are given to enhance the wellbeing of the local community either

in general or targeted towards specific social groups.

There is good news about an increase of green space within the Bishopston

neighbourhood (funded through "Section 106 monies" which is a contri-

bution from a developer). There will be provision for a children's play area

behind Muller House on Ashley Down Road, which will be a bonus for the

new families who have moved into the new houses and flats. A Friends of

the Park group is being set up.

Anti-social behaviour particularly around late night premises is a problem

for residents who live behind the Gloucester Road. The Gloucester Road

is designated a CIA - a Cumulative Impact Area, from the point of view

of moderating the number of, and specific conditions attached to, licens-

es granted. The Bishopston Society has been active in monitoring the 

allocation of licenses and questioning the need for late night licenses

beyond midnight. It has spoken to the police about how to be more 

effective in this work. It appears that the police will only act on reviewing

the license if complaints made by local residents are specifically about a

particular premise, but the more complaints over a period of time the

better. So do complain - every complaint counts in the long run. 

The annual Quality of Life Survey (2012) is now available on 

http://profiles.bristol.gov.uk. In summary it says that generally residents'

views of their quality of life in our Partnership area are higher than the

average for the City. Issues where residents are less satisfied include:

•   Bus services

•   Traffic congestion and pollution 

•   Perceptions of crime and anti-social behaviour

status and co-ordinate other activities to assist the Gloucester Road in

remaining a sustainable retail area

•   Henleaze, Westbury -on-Trym and Stoke Bishop Neighbourhood

Partnership - Working Group for Older People  - £200, contribution to

the multi-activity event organised by the NP as part of the city-wide

Celebrating Age Festival in July 2013

•    Life Cycle UK -  £500, to attract more local volunteers for the cycle

refurbishment programme at Horfield Prison, and to raise profile of the

organisation by becoming part of the North Bristol Arts Trail

•   Redland Green Community Chorus - £1,250, range of items to 

support the existence of the choir, community events, its expansion and

to increase community participation 

•   Avon and Somerset Police - £3,000, a contribution to install a further

CCTV camera on Cotham Hill as part of a strategy of reducing anti-social

behaviour in that area

•    Ashley Down School Afterschool Club - £450, for equipment for a

new afterschool club at the Brunel Fields school site

•    Ashley Down School PTA - £300, to pay for professional editing of 

a road safety film , produced by the parents, to be shown to students 

who drive cars at Ashley Down College close to the site of the new school

building

•   Carers Support Centre - £1200 to set up a local scheme to match up

volunteers prepared to sit with or take out people thus enabling their carer

to have a break 

•   Friends of St Andrews Park - £863.77for a netball hoop to be installed

at top of play area

•   Sefton Park School PTA - £6,000 as matched funding with what the

PTA has already raised in order to buy play equipment for the outside

space around the school 

•   Westbury Park Community Association - £300 to print copies of their

Character Assessment and Design Statement report, written by local

volunteers, so that the report can be used to evaluate planning 

applications and any proposed changes to the street scene instigated by

the Council.

•   BCR Community Engagement subgroup - £756, as a resource for the



Childhood recollections of Gloucester Road in the

1950s  and 60s

Starting in 1957, when I was five, I can remember the unfortunately named

"Ponts" greengrocer, on the corner of Zetland Road and Gloucester Road

facing the old Lloyds Bank,opposite the Greek Kebab take away.  I also

remember in the narrow street next to The Greek place, the Zetland Road

'Scala' cinema** whose passing many people regretted, including me.  It

was highly ornate, a real flea pit with plush, dark red velvet curtains 

concealing the huge screen. The auditorium was similarly ornate with more

plush velvet on the seats, which tipped up when not in use. I remember

an upstairs circle and panelled cloakrooms reached via narrow corridors

with oval mirrors over the washbasins.  It was seedy and worn but had an

unmistakeable theatrical glamour.  In the early sixties I saw "Seven Brides

for Seven Brothers" there and the unforgettable Rider Haggard's "Ayesha"

entitled "She" (who must be obeyed).

Moving up the Gloucester Road, where I believe 'Maplins' now is, was a

department store called 'Morgans' which had clothing, beauty, haber-

dashery, knitting and sewing pattern departments on various levels.  

Up the carpeted stairs was a millinery and hosiery department and in the 

sixties, dummies modelling corsets and Playtex rubber girdles, the last a

punishing piece of undergear which mercifully I escaped but well remem-

ber my mother and my aunt struggling into.  'Morgans' was similar in ilk

to 'Brights' (Clifton) and 'Jollys' in Bath.

Midway up the Gloucester Road and opposite what is now 'Tarts' was a

very traditional haberdasher and school outfitter called Hector Crump. You

had to wait in a dark panelled environment for an assistant to serve you

from drawers behind the counter.  I remember sitting on counter-high

Bentwood chairs, dark and polished, and looking through the glass 

countertop to see wooden trays of neatly folded Aertex shirts and pants.

Near 'Crumps' was 'Greggs' the butchers complete with porcelain stands

from which ham was carved "off the bone".  There was, I think, sawdust

on the floor and white tiling on the walls.  The butchers all wore blue and

white striped aprons.

Next to the corner of Overton Road was 'Browns Army and Navy' which

remained I think into the seventies.  Next door was 'Rowes', a traditional

sweet shop, dark and like a treasure grotto stuffed with sweet jars on

Bristol will become the Green Capital of Europe in 2015. The Council will

be looking to local communities to celebrate this with events and 

activities. If you are concerned to promote sustainability and believe 

that green issues have to be the way forward, you may wish to read 

more about the Award by contacting the Sustainable City Manager:

alex.minshull@bristol/gov.uk .

Jenny Hoadley  

Bishopston Society Neighbourhood Partnership rep

Dates of the Public Forums, February 2014-June 2014

These are public meetings open to all local residents. Check the website

for the venue: 

www.bristolpartnership.org/neighbourhood-partnerships/bishopston-cotham-

redland  or ring Andrew Mc Grath, Co-ordinator (0117 9036898)

Tuesday February 11th at 7pm Bishopston

Thursday February 13th at 7pm Cotham

Thursday February 20th at 7pm Redland

Saturday 10th May (provisional) - Superforum for the 

probably early afternoon1 whole Partnership area

1 Details will be on the Bishopston Society website when confirmed

DATES FOR THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PARTNERSHIP

MEETINGS 2013

These are public meetings open to all local residents at 7pm. If possible

have a look at the agenda and reports beforehand on the Council 

website (see above for the web address) and check the venue.

Monday January 20th 2014 at 7pm at Charnwood House, Cotham

School Sixth Form Centre

Monday 24th March 2014 at 7pm



** You can see a website photo and brief history of this cinema here 

(editor): http://www.flickriver.com/photos/brizzlebornandbred/2078221864/

If any readers have similar, earlier or later interesting personal 

memories or photos of the Gloucester Road or any part of Bishopston,

and would like to submit them for publication in a future newsletter and/or

on our Bishopston Society website, we would be very pleased to receive

and feature these. 

* * * * * * *

shelves full of humbugs, gobstoppers, peardrops etc and one of the few

shops allowed to be open on a Sunday. 'Martins' the fish mongers was

situated on Overton Road between 'Browns' and 'North Road Stores' on

the curve of Overton and North Roads.

Next to the dreadful Royal Hotel - a scrumpy ciderhouse which I didn't

notice in the fifties though it may have been a pub then, was 'Carwardines'

where you could see and smell the fabulous aroma of coffee being ground

and next door again an impressive ladies dress shop, 'Edgars' which

always displayed a beautiful ball gown in the window.

Opposite, now where Cancer UK's premises are, was a kiosk with a wood-

en frontage where you could buy magazines, tobacco and comics etc.  

To the left of this was 'Arley Antiques' in the 1960s and left again was a

fruit and veg stall with produce piled high.  All this was fronted by a broad

esplanade the width of the existing prom and where the highspot of a

Saturday morning shopping trip was a visit to 'Fortes' Icecream Parlour,

complete with the Italian Mr Forte who welcomed us into a parlour of gilt

wickerwork sofas and chairs and glass topped tables where we consumed

Knickerbocker Glories or Peach sundaes on hot afternoons in 1957.  Straws

were wrapped in paper which you could fire off at other customers if you

were bored.  There was a real continental feel and a sense of space.

If you have read this far you may wish to know or be reminded of 'Bailey's

Stores' (currently Scoopaway), Woolworths and next door, Norman Smith

another purveyor of corsetry and the school outfitters for Fairfield Grammar.

I remember the total cost of my school uniform was £100; the hatband

alone was half a crown.  This was in 1963.  Further up was 'Mitchell's' fish-

mongers (opposite Bristol North Baths) where fish were displayed on tables

on the pavement outside and then 'Bendall's Stores' where in the fifties

Mr Bendall and his father presided. Here your money would be folded

up and put into a small canister and relayed on a wire overhead to a cashier

seated in a raised enclosed area with a small window through which you

would receive your change.  

Who knows, 30 years on from now, someone recalling Gloucester Road

shopping in the second decade of the 21st century may well remember

the time when using hard cash for any purchase finally became an 

obsolete act.

Jo Fisher Horfield prison, Bishopston



create much needed new facilities.  BCC and Chatsworth Homes are to

be commended for the 3-site development of the Bishopston Health

Centre in the Bristol North Baths, the new Bishopston Library on part of

the car park alongside and the subsequent redevelopment of the 

existing Cheltenham Road Library with 36 flats.  This joint development

will have the multiple benefits of creating a formidable community focus

on the Gloucester Road right in the heart of Bishopston, of safeguarding

the listed North Baths building in perpetuity and providing 46 new

dwellings, at a time when there is such a need nationally for new homes.

This type of lateral thinking is crucial in order to make the most of the

resources which already exist.  As Bishopston is already such a built up

area, it is not easy to think of other similar potential opportunities local-

ly.  However, just across St Andrew's Park in Montpelier we have the for-

mer Fairfield School, a magnificent listed building currently used as a

resource centre and partly boarded up, which would greatly benefit from

conversion to an alternative use in order to secure its future. So it was

great news to read in the Bishopston Voice that the Colston's Girls’ School

Trust is currently in discussions with Bristol City Council and the Dept for

Education to turn the building into a co-ed primary academy from 2015.

So if anyone can suggest other buildings or pieces of land which are

owned by the council which could be usefully brought back into use, we

would be pleased to hear from you. 

At the local level, the Bishopston Society is currently challenging the

proposal to build a substantial extension on the front of the Bishop Road

School.  Along with a large number of local residents, we are opposed to

the very modern style of the extension which clashes badly with the 

existing building, which is extremely characterful and thankfully has been

very little altered over the passage of time.  In fact, the Society has applied

to English Heritage to have the school listed which, were we to be 

successful, would give the building some protection and have some 

influence on the planning decision.  We are not suggesting that the new

extension, which we accept is required in order to increase the capacity

of the school, should be an exact replica of the existing building, which

would not be feasible, but simply that it be designed in such a way as to

positively blend in and harmonise with the existing building, which is much

appreciated locally. The Society is not inherently opposed to modern design

in principle, but considers that in this case the existing building is a 

splendid set-piece which should be preserved rather than taken for 

granted.  Please see the two illustrations below which show the two alter-

native approaches.

Planning Report, Jan 2014

Bishopston has changed markedly over the last 20 years with the 

ever-increasing pressure of development and gentrification and the 

associated problems of congestion and parking. Nevertheless, we are

extremely fortunate that the Gloucester Road has weathered the 

recession so well and seems if anything to become more interesting and

cosmopolitan with time. We would like briefly to consider how the local

area and the Gloucester Road in particular have been affected by the 

planning system at different levels.

Firstly, at the city-wide planning level the interests of local communities are

often treated as secondary, when city politics are at stake.  We have three

examples of this locally which are or could have been critical to the area:

•   Memorial Ground permission of 2006 which allowed the club to 

redevelop the existing ground with a hotel and 500 student rooms in 

buildings 3 to 4 storeys high in a tightly packed residential area of small

2 storey terraced houses.

•   GCCC permission of 2012 for 150 flats with underground parking, in a

long 6 storey high block which is out of keeping with the conservation area

and has been exempted from the normal S.106 contributions towards com-

munity facilities.  This subsidised permission was granted to assist the

club in upgrading its facilities to accommodate international matches

and occasional concerts.

•   Memorial Ground permission 2013 for a Sainsbury's superstore on the

site, in order to pay for a new stadium at UWE.  This permission was grant-

ed regardless of the projected negative impact on the Gloucester Road

High Street and the inevitable increase in local congestion and pollution.

The local protest Group TRASH is currently seeking a High Court Injunction

to stop the development.

In each of these three cases, the BCC Planning Committee accepted that

the permission was detrimental to the local community but considered that

it was necessary for the benefit of Bristol as a whole.

By contrast, Bristol City Council have a powerful and extremely positive

role to play in improving local areas of the city by creatively pooling their

resources (both buildings and land) in joint ventures with developers to



The last year has seen both positive and negative planning applications

and decisions.  It has to be said that the strongest trend on the negative

side is over-development.  Notable examples in this respect are as 

follows:

•   Sancta Teresa, Claremont Road (photo below).  

This, on paper, was an attractively designed and well constructed scheme

for two large family houses, but one which has unfortunately been achieved

only by cramming the two houses into the rear garden of the existing house

on the bend at the bottom of Claremont Avenue.  In the absence of any

objections from the Highways Dept at the planning stage, and even before

the considerably larger development of townhouses at the bottom of

Claremont  Road directly opposite is occupied, this small development

has quite predictably increased traffic congestion and created a 

potential accident blackspot.

•   14-16 Beloe Road, Horfield

Numerous applications have been lodged to build 4 family houses in the

rear garden of an existing pair of semis, necessitating an extremely long

and narrow entranceway. The end result will appear mean and forced and

will inevitably create further traffic congestion in the local area.

Proposed Bishop Road view - as proposed 

Proposed Bishop Road School - alternative



was demolished, despite an unsuccessful attempt to have it listed) or which

propose oversized and inappropriate additions to the front roof (like 27

Logan Road) which spoil not only the house itself but also the streetscene

in general, are highly detrimental to the area.  We look to the planning

department and committee to use their policies and judgement to ensure

that such developments are firmly opposed, in order that the character

of the area, which we all love, is not lost by default.

Neil Embleton

* * * * * * *

What is the Gloucester Road CIA - and is it working?

With the holiday season only recently over, we experienced even more of

a buzz around Bishopston, with high spirits and revelry percolating through

the neighbourhood - especially up and down the Gloucester Road, an area

particularly well served by bars, restaurants, and  food/alcohol outlets of

different kinds.  Bishopston has quite a mix of residents - students, older

people, and many young families - who are not always of one mind when

it comes to late night celebrating.  Many of us want or need to be asleep

in the small hours, regardless of the party season.  And not many 

residents are happy to be confronted with soiled pavements, overturned

bins and broken glass littering pavements early on weekend mornings.

In August 2010 Bristol City Council designated the Gloucester Road a

'Cumulative Impact Area', after consulting with the police who had

expressed concern about the level of crime and disorder linked with pubs

and bars along the road.  This measure was intended to limit any new

license applications or significant variation/extensions of existing ones,

acknowledging that the number of outlets has a cumulative impact on the

atmosphere of the area.  An important feature of the Gloucester Road CIA

was to specify that new or extended licenses should 'not encroach on the

normal sleeping hours of residents' - particularly with round-the-clock 

drinking permitted by the nationwide Licensing Act 2003. 

One of the objects of the Bishopston Society is to preserve and promote

a high degree of amenity in the Bishopston area, ensuring that it's a 

pleasant and healthy place to live and to spend time in.  One of our 

•   237 Gloucester Road

Despite numerous objections, a 2 storey block of flats has been built in

the rear yard area of No 237.  The new building is significantly higher than

the existing elderly persons' home directly adjacent and has the effect of

dominating it.

•   Garage Site, Arundel Road

Arundel Road  - site of 5th house

An unbroken line of 4 family houses has been built on the site of the 

former garages in Arundel Road. Already 1metre above the adjacent 

gardens, the new houses sit very close to the rear boundary and  block

out the majority of afternoon sun to those gardens.  A further 5th house

is currently under construction at the Berkeley Road end which will only

exacerbate the problem as well as significantly reduce the rear garden

of 29 Berkeley Road.

We all accept that Bishopston needs to develop its potential, but not at

the cost of destroying the very character which has long made it so attrac-

tive.  It is perfectly possible to enlarge existing houses in such a way that

they look original; this should always be the aim.  Nos 23, 38/40 and

104, Egerton road demonstrate this principle and positively enhance the

area.  Applications which involve the loss of existing buildings of historic

importance (like 35 Seymour Road where the oldest house in the area



come out as quickly as possible to clear up the mess.  But smashed wing-

mirrors and scratched car-doors seem to be a hazard of living near a 'vibrant'

area with lively night-life.  And alcohol sales are very profitable - thus con-

tributing to the health of the Gloucester Road economy.

Bristol City Council is under pressure to keep premises open and 

occupied, as well as trying to limit the number of bars and take-aways,

at a time when retail premises are under stress from the recession and

the increasing popularity of online shopping.

So we are in a time of changes and must adapt.  The Society does its best

to be realistic about licensed premises but nevertheless has an overall

aim of resisting further proliferation, especially late-night activity.  In the

holiday season, we can expect 'Temporary Events', too - which mean long,

late celebrations -  but after all it's Christmas, then New Year - so a time

of give-and-take.

Elinor Edwards

To report overturned bins, 

broken glass etc etc (particularly

if it can be linked with specific

premises) or even excessive

noise nuisance, phone BCC on

the environmental health/refuse

no:  922 2100.  You should

report the incident and ask for

a reference number - so any 

follow up is made easier (or

even possible).  This is also the

number for potholes, street

lighting failures, obstruction to

pavements, etc.

For noisy parties, late-night 

rave-ups or premises breaking

their conditions (i.e. in the 

venues' gardens after 10pm)

phone the noise pollution team

on 922 2500 (office hours) or

922 2050 (7:30pm-midnight

Sunday-Tuesday; 7:30pm-1am

Weds/Thurs; 7pm-3:30am

Fri/Sat; no service on Bank

Holidays).

activities is to monitor alcohol license applications, to try to minimise the

proliferation of outlets and to prevent the Gloucester Road from becom-

ing a 'drinking destination' out from or into the city centre - which is itself

a Cumulative Impact Area.

As a volunteer organisation, the Society's role is necessarily limited, but

we watch for new applications (which have continued in spite of the CIA

designation) and sometimes we object, attending hearings and discussing

pros and cons with the council and with other 'interested parties' who

are expressing concern about an application.

With a CIA in place, the burden of proof is meant to be on the applicant

to show that their proposal will not add to the cumulative impact already

being experienced in the neighbourhood.

But in actuality it is very rare for an application to be refused, and a long

list of successful applications has gone into effect since 2010. Some 

limited success has resulted (one convenience store was refused a 

24-hour alcohol sale application), and the police usually manage to 

convince the council that 1:30 am is late enough for premises to be open.

Recent statistics, the police report, show a reduction in crime in the

Gloucester Road, especially violent crime - and in order for any 

premises to lose their license, crime/disorder has to be linked specifical-

ly to them.  The kind of low-level vandalism and general squalor 

experienced by residents is usually too widespread to pin on any 

particular place and is not therefore in the remit of the police.   

What about encroachment on normal sleeping hours?  Noise nuisance can

be deeply disturbing, especially late at night.  'The prevention of 

public nuisance' is one of four licensing objectives - the others being 'the

prevention of crime and disorder; public safety; and the protection of 

children from harm'.    But with a variety of people in the area, it isn't easy

to agree on an acceptable level of noise - one person's high spirits can

come across as merely shouting.   A group of revellers singing as they walk

up the street at 2am might raise a shrug in one person while 

eliciting desperation in another.  Residents feeling despair can phone the

late-night noise pollution team - but there is one overworked team for the

whole of Bristol, and the complainant would have to wait for the team to

arrive with their noise-measuring equipment - possibly several hours - by

which time the noise might have stopped, though the sleeplessness has

been prolonged.   Broken glass and other nuisances can be reported to

the council's environmental health/street cleaning department, who will



the opening of Colston's Girls' School. It was a grand edifice (see photos

2 and 3) and operated as a library until 1941, when it was hit by a German

bomb (see photo 4). The flames from the burning books could apparent-

ly be seen across the city.

Cheltenham Road library

After 53 years, the Cheltenham Road Library is finally closing. It will be

relocated and replaced by a new, IT era library situated alongside the new

Health Centre that is due to open very soon in the old North Bristol Baths

building in the Gloucester Road.

The North District Library, as it was originally called, was opened on May

2nd 1956. Its design was the work of the City architect Nelson J. Meredith.

Facing the much more eye catching and aesthetically appealing, grade

2 listed building of Colston's Girls' School on the opposite side of the road

(see photo 1) the library in comparison presents a modest and largely

unmemorable appearance; a typical civic building of the 1950's that had

probably been designed on a tight budget.

There had however been an earlier library on this site, a much grander

affair,which fully held its own against the relative splendour of the school

opposite - not surprisingly since both school and library were designed by

the same architect, William Venn Gough, responsible for other notable

Bristol buildings like Cabot Tower and Queen's Square House in Queen's

Square. This original library was completed in 1901, just ten years after 



develop their business. Their reputation has been built on an ability to

offer customers the pleasure of browsing through an eclectic mixture of

vintage, retro and new clothing, curtains, scarves, hats, cashmere and

patchwork throws, with always the chance of finding a surprise item that

you never knew you were looking for but - suddenly - there it is, and

you want it!

It's retirement from the shop, but not from work. Billie says she and John

will still be selling clothing, but online only, from their website: 

www.billiejeanclothes.com. They will be specialising in their cashmere

knitwear, particularly the popular and unique cashmere berets they make

themselves. These, says Billie "come in a range of colours with a 

contrasting head band. The patchwork throws that we produce are of

recycled cashmere fabric and also of Harris Tweed. One idea mooted is

for a cashmere knitwear party evening. So if anyone is interested in host-

ing one, please contact us on 07976882119. Pictures of new throws and

berets can be found on: www.facebook.com/billie.weston "

The shop itself is being taken over by a local Bishopston resident Sarah

Ubhi, a primary school teacher for 17 years who has lived on Sefton Park

Road for 15 years. The company she set up two years ago, and the shop

itself are both called 'Moodles'.  Starting on a very small scale, making

appliqué t-shirts for her three daughters and for birthday presents, this

expanded into babygros and personalised baby blankets. Sarah says: "I

will be offering a 'bespoke' service in store, where customers can choose

their own colour and style of t-shirt, and add their own choice of appliqué.

My range for the shop will also include hand-made skirts and dresses,

together with luxury baby hand knits in merino, silk and cashmere, all in

vibrant colours. These will all be made by myself or my mum, who is my

inspiration. She sewed continually for myself and my sister when we were

little, as did my nan. I still use my nan's sewing machine and knitting 

needles for all my own range.

I have since sourced many other suppliers who have the same ethos as

'Moodles', designing and manufacturing their clothes in the UK. 

Please see my website: www.moodles.biz for links to the brands I will be

stocking." 

The shop will be up and running by the time this newsletter is delivered.

Simon Randolph

The new library that literally rose from the ashes of its Edwardian 

predecessor has served the local community well for over half a century.

Only now will it finally be replaced by a state of the art lending and 

reference library. Ironically perhaps, this has only been made possible

through the conversion of the old Bristol North Baths - a building with a

community history of almost 100 years, which was, when first completed,

a virtual contemporary of that original library on the Cheltenham Road.  

Simon Randolph

* * * * * * *

'Billie-Jean Clothing' morphs into 'Moodles'

Billie-Jean Clothing, a well known and established clothing shop on the

Gloucester Road, has just held its final closing down sale. The owners,

Billie and John Weston have been selling vintage clothes for 22 years,

originally in markets in London and Bath and then in Bishopston, at first

from a stall on Pigsty Hill and then after 5 years, moving into the prem-

ises a bit further up at 208, Gloucester Road where they  continued to



community midwives, podiatrist and dieticians. The old changing rooms

are being converted by the developer, Chatsworth Homes, for possible

lease for advanced clinical services previously provided at Southmead

hospital.

Mark went on to say that work on the library and flats has started and as

soon as the car park is cleared of building supplies etc. the surgery will

be able to move in. The car park will, as we knew, have fewer spaces than

before but the Practice hope to renew their lease on spaces at St

Bonaventure's where staff will be able to park. Mark concluded by say-

ing that he and the staff are excited at the prospect of moving to the new

centre very soon.

Mark answered a number of questions including where the flat owners will

park (9 out of the 10 have already been sold 'off plan'). He understood that

they have allocated space in the car park overnight but not in the daytime.

Will the practice be producing some of its own electricity?  Mark said

that the health centre has a combined heat and power plant, so yes, as

well as a number of "high tech" energy conserving features.

'Is there is to be an open day? Mark replied that  'we'd like there to be and

will consider it, though recognise the practical difficulties, both that it is

currently a working building site and then subsequently time will be limit-

ed to fit out the site and prepare it for business'. 

The final question was, what is happening to the buildings on Logan Road?

Mark said that the property belongs to the partners, and he had not played

a part in their plans for the future of the buildings so was sorry, he didn't

know.

When questions were asked about the library, Sylvia Townsend was able

to help in her capacity as a former member of the Library Select Committee

when she went to look at how new libraries worked in this day and age.

She told us that the library will be on two floors and will have two car park-

ing spaces allocated for specific use of the library.

The public car park will continue to be managed by the Council and the

few spaces in the rear car park will be for the tenants of the Medical 

centre. The new public toilets will be positioned by the Baths and will prob-

ably have the same opening hours as the old ones. Sylvia said she would

see what can be done about organising an open day - she expects the

library to open to the public in the spring.

Report of the AGM

The formal business of electing the current committee for the forthcom-

ing year and confirmation of Jenny Hoadley as our Representative on

the NP was quickly completed. The winners of the competitions held at

St Bons and St Andrews Park were announced (James O'Dwyer and Matt

Wells) - they will be given the choice of a bottle of wine or a bottle of olive

oil as their prize.

Sylvia Townsend updated us on the Resident's Parking Scheme for Redland

and the last part of Cotham. The people in the area north of Redland Green

did not want an RPZ so the scheme will be from Redland Road as far as

Redland Green, up Cranbrook Road to Dugar Walk and the part of Cotham

not yet included. If you look at the Council website www.bristol.gov.uk/RPS

you will find full details including the cost of permits.

A feedback report will be published on the internet prior to formal consul-

tation which was planned for November 2013. Once in place, the scheme

will be reviewed annually. (No doubt when commuters are dislodged down

the hill to Bishopston, St Andrews and the remainder of the Redland ward,

we will be clamouring for  Residents' Parking Schemes here!)

Mark Allen, Practice Manager of the Spence Practice, explained how the

Spence GP Practice and the Nevil Road GP Practice are merging to

become the Bishopston Medical Practice, based in the newly refurbished

Bristol North Baths. Mark lives and works in Bishopston and has a lot of

local connections and is delighted that the Baths will be retained as a local

'iconic' building and for the use of a lot of local residents. He told us how

the Spence Practice started in 1949 on the Gloucester Road and the

various addresses it had used until the current site on Logan Road.

The idea of moving into the Baths was conceived in 2006 but due to delays

in planning, the recession etc., the move was not likely to take place until

November or perhaps December this year (a little optimistic it transpires,

Ed,). The surgeries will be on the first floor (there is a lift) with the ground

floor being used by the Keith James physiotherapy practice with a

hydrotherapy pool in the shallow end of the original pool. There will be a

Community room available for hire when not being used by the medical

practice.

Other services there, apart from the GPs and nurses will include visiting



Obituaries

Chris McConnell

I have sad news to report about our former Chairman Chris McConnell.

After a short illness she died peacefully in hospital with her family around

her, on 23rd November this year.

Chris served on the original committee of The Bishopston Society when

it was founded in 2002 and took over the Chair from Jim Gillespie in 

2004-5.

She stepped down from the post in 2009, when she felt she could no longer

bring the energy needed for the job - which she had taken on when already

in retirement from paid work.

She was born on December 29, 1930 in Harringay and raised in East

Finchley in a family that included five half-brothers and two half-sisters.

Her secondary education began at South Hampstead High School but was

interrupted by the war, when she was evacuated to live with an uncle in

Cheltenham, where she attended Pates' School.  Already her leadership

qualities showed themselves - she served as Captain of the Girl Guides.

After finishing her schooling she trained and qualified as a speech thera-

pist, and began her career during five years in Northern Ireland, where

her father lived.   When her mother became unwell, however, she moved

to a post in Buckinghamshire where she could be nearer her.  

While living in Bletchley, in her leisure time she became the prompter for

an amateur theatre group.  Ian McConnell was on the production team,

and noticed her during rehearsals.  Their meeting led a year later to their

marriage in Muswell Hill - a marriage lasting 53 years.  They had two 

children, Elizabeth and  James.  In 1972 the family moved to Newcastle

and in 1979 to Reading.  In addition to parenting, Chris continued her 

professional work in speech therapy and became a distinguished and

sought-after advisor for children with speech and language difficulties.

She collaborated with Professor Alec Webster (now emeritus Professor

of Educational Psychology at the University of Bristol) on a book entitled

Special Needs in Ordinary Schools - published in the UK in 1987.  

Liz Kew, on behalf of 'Gloucester Rd in Bloom' fundraising group presented

Elinor Edwards with a thank you certificate for the money that the

Bishopston Society donated. All agreed the hanging baskets had been a

great success. Next year, without this year's £2,000 contribution from

the Neighbourhood Partnership,  residents, community groups and

Gloucester Road Traders will need to work together to raise money if we

want the hanging baskets again. Liz asked members to help by consid-

ering money raising schemes such as hosting a coffee morning.

The meeting finished with the Open Forum when people brought 

matters that concern them to the attention of the meeting - these includ-

ed 'why were the trees on the promenade cut down'? The answer was

that they were diseased and the new trees would be small leaf limes which

should fare better there. Concerning the influx of this year's new students

- Liz had some leaflets which could be given to welcome new students

to encourage them to be good neighbours.

Another member pointed out that the number of houses planned for the

old Filton airfield site means the traffic going up and down the Gloucester

Road would be greatly increased. Was there a Gloucester Road Traders

Association? The answer is yes - a further question asked, 'has the

Association ever asked the community what they would like?  People 

working in the daytime found it impossible to shop locally other than in a

supermarket.  Perhaps they should open later for one day a week?  Another

point was raised about the number of licensed premises - Liz said that if

local residents don't complain to the local authority or the police about

antisocial behaviour problems then when the Bishopston Society objects

to a new application, the Licensing Sub Committees won't have any 

evidence as  to what is happening locally.

At the end of the meeting, we had a sociable half hour with refreshments,

the opportunity for a chat and time to look at the excellent display our com-

mittee member, Neil Embleton, had produced.

Rose Boswell

* * * * * * *



after the new tree which was planted on Tyne Road - watering it 

regularly to ensure it survived its first year.

Pat started her teaching career at Harwich, before returning to Bristol. 

She taught at Fairfield and then at Colston's Girls' School where she

was Head of the Art Department. She subsequently spent three years

teaching in Dubai, returning once more to Bristol to work part-time 

at Colston's School in Stapleton. She retained her interest in art up to

her death.

Pat was a well known lady in the local area who will be greatly missed

by those who knew her.

Lionel White 

* * * * * * *

Although she was nationally known and respected, Chris remained her

unassuming self.

In 1995 she retired from the profession, yet remained active and influen-

tial in her church community - St Matthews in Kingsdown - and in civic and

neighbourhood life.  She served as a governor for Bishop Road Primary

School for several years.   She wanted to contribute to the community and

to make a difference and took her commitment to improving the local area

seriously, frequently involving herself in successful correspondence with

the council or other public bodies, pointing out for example, where repairs

or improvements to local roads or pavements were required.

Her influence in the Chair of the Society made itself felt in her capacity to

listen, to challenge (and to be challenged), and her balanced sense of 

proportion.  As her successor I benefited from her perceptiveness and her

generosity, as well as her experience of neighbourhood issues and 

dynamics.  I feel fortunate to have known Chris, even though only in the

last years of her productive and influential life.

Elinor Edwards

* * * * * * *

Patricia (Pat) Jones

It is with regret we have to report the death of Pat on the 30th September

2013, after a long illness.

Pat was a founder member of the Bishopston Society taking on the role

of Vice Chair.  She resigned from the Committee in 2008 due to ill health

but continued to take an active interest in local affairs and the work of

the Society.

Pat was brought up in Downend but eventually settled in Tyne Road,

Bishopston over 30 years ago.  She was a keen and knowledgeable 

gardener and was happy to advise and assist her neighbours.  She looked

Bishopston chimney scape



Examples of recent developments in the 

Bishopston area

New houses, Seymour Road, Nov 4th 2013

Gloucester County Cricket Club, 

new development, from Metford Road, Redland, Jan 10th 2014

(photos by Simon Randolph)

New housing development, rear view, Claremont Road, Jan 10th 2014

STOP PRESS UPDATE FOR PLANNING REPORT

English Heritage have just confirmed that our application to have the Bishop

Road Primary School listed has not been successful.  We hope that this 

decision will not play in favour of the current planning application for the 

proposed extension to the front of the school.



Help Bishopston have the voice it deserves 

by becoming a member!  

As a member you would receive two newsletters a year and be consulted on

local issues.  We hold two public meetings a year with plenty of topical 

discussion. Depending on your interests, you are also welcome to join the 

committee or become involved with its work and activities.  

Subscriptions - cheques should be made payable to The Bishopston Society -

£7 per annum for individuals or £10 per annum for two adults living at the same

address. Please return this form with fee to: 

Richard Farrow, 

Garden Flat, 85 Hampton Park,

Redland,

Bristol.

BS6 6LQ

or hand in at the meeting in a sealed envelope 

- if you require a receipt, please request.

NB Your details will be held on a database for contact purposes.

If you have new neighbours, perhaps you could let them know about 

The Bishopston Society.

Extra copies of the newsletter can be obtained from 

Lionel White (0117 9445687)

Name

Address (please print)

Telephone

(Evenings & Week-ends)

E-Mail (please print)

Signature:


